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The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of black holes in Einstein’s theory of gravity is
equal to a quarter of the horizon area in units of Newton’s constant. Wald has
proposed that in general theories of gravity the entropy of stationary black holes
with bifurcate Killing horizons is a Noether charge which is in general different from
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. We show that the Noether charge entropy is equal
to a quarter of the horizon area in units of the effective gravitational coupling on the
2horizon defined by the coefficient of the kinetic term of a specific metric perturbation
polarization on the horizon. We present several explicit examples of static spherically
symmetric black holes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of black holes (BH’s) in Einstein’s theory of gravity
is equal to a quarter of the horizon area in units of Newton’s constant [1, 2]. Wald [3, 4]
has studied BH’s in generalized theories of gravity and proposed that the correct dynamical
entropy of stationary BH’s solutions with bifurcate Killing horizons is a Noether charge
entropy.
The Noether charge entropy is in general different from the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
First, the Noether charge entropy is local: it can be defined in terms of quantities on
the horizon. Further, the Noether charge entropy was found to be invariant under field
redefinitions that do not change the structure of space-time at infinity and on the horizon
[5]. In Einstein’s gravity there is only one dimensional parameter GN and from it (and ~
and the speed of light c) it is possible to construct a single parameter with units of length,
the Planck length l2P = ~GN/c
3. In more general theories additional parameters can appear
and hence several length scales can replace lP .
The validity of Wald’s proposal has been checked in many examples in a string theory
context where the direct counting of microstates can be compared explicitly to the Noether
charge entropy [6]. To the best of our knowledge all the explicit comparisons were done for
static solutions or those that are equivalent to static solutions. Unfortunately, stationary
solutions for which the corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action are significant are not
known, so an explicit comparisons could not be done for non-static solutions. An early
review of the subject can be found in [7] and a recent and much more extensive review can
be found in [8].
Our goal in this paper was to clarify the relationship between the Noether Charge entropy
and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Our motivation was to resolve the apparent tension
between the entanglement interpretation of BH entropy and the Noether charge entropy [9],
to understand its geometrical dependence and to explain some calculation of the entropy in
string theory [10, 11] in which the entropy of charged BH’s with higher derivative corrections
3was found to depend on the charges only through the horizon area. Previously, it was
observed in [12] that the entropy of two dimensional charged BH’s is proportional to the
area of the horizon for any value of the charges and the mass.
We have discovered that the Noether charge entropy is equal to a quarter of the horizon
area in units of the effective gravitational coupling on the horizon rather than in units of GN .
The effective gravitational coupling on the horizon is defined by the coefficient of the kinetic
term of a specific metric perturbation polarization on the horizon. In Einstein’s gravity both
definitions coincide, however in general they do not. We discuss several explicit examples of
static spherically symmetric black holes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we review the Noether charge
entropy, in section III we recall the definition of the effective gravitational coupling and
show that it is equal to the functional derivative of the Lagrangian density with respect to
the Riemann tensor. In section IV we discuss our main result and show that the Noether
charge entropy is equal to a quarter of the horizon area in units of the effective gravitational
coupling on the horizon. In section V we identify the metric perturbation polarizations
chosen in the Wald formula as those associated with the perturbations of the area density
on the bifurcation surface. In section VI we present several explicit examples of entropy and
gravitational coupling and verify our results. Section VII contains a discussion of our result
and its significance and an outlook.
II. THE NOETHER CHARGE ENTROPY
A general theory of gravity whose action depends on the metric gµν , the curvature
(through the Riemann tensor) and matter fields φ and their covariant derivatives
I =
∫
dDx
√−g L (Rρµλν , gµν ,∇σRρµλν , φ,∇φ, . . .) , (1)
may have stationary BH solutions with bifurcate killing horizons. According to Wald [3, 4],
the Noether charge entropy for such BH’s is
SW = −2π
∮
Σ
(
δL
δRabcd
)(0)
ǫˆabǫˆcdǫ¯. (2)
The Noether charge entropy was first expressed in this form in [5]. If derivatives of the
Riemann tensor appear in L then one is to perform an integration by parts first and then
4take the derivative. The procedure is similar to finding the Euler-Lagrange equations in a
theory with higher derivatives of the canonical variables.
The integral in eq. (2) is on the D− 2 dimensional space-like bifurcation surface Σ. The
hatted variable ǫˆab is the binormal vector to the bifurcation surface. It is antisymmetric
under the exchange a ↔ b and normalized as ǫˆabǫˆab = −2. This normalization sets the
computation of the entropy in units such that the BH temperature is 1
2pi
(see [3] for details).
The variable ǫ¯ is the induced volume form on the bifurcation surface. The superscript (0)
indicates that the partial derivative
(
δL
δRabcd
)(0)
is evaluated on the solution of the equations
of motion. The variation of the Lagrangian with respect to Rabcd is performed as if Rabcd and
the metric gµν are independent and it includes contributions from the covariant derivatives
acting on matter fields. The covariant derivatives have to be expressed as symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations and then they have to be expressed in terms of the Riemann
tensor (See section 2 of [4] for a detailed explanation).
Since our examples will be of static BH’s we write all the expressions explicitly for this
case. For static spherically symmetric BH solutions in D = d + 1 space-time dimensions
that posses a bifurcate Killing horizon the metric can be brought to a canonical form,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + 1
f(r)
dr2 + q(r)dΩ2d−1. (3)
The function f(r) vanishes at the event horizon r = rH , the bifurcation surface is at r = rH ,
t = const. and dΩ2d−1 is the spherical volume element.
For these BH’s the relevant Killing vector is ∂t and ǫˆtr = 1. The ǫˆ’s vanish for a, b 6= t, r.
The explicit expression for the Noether charge entropy is
SW = −2π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
(
δL
δRabcd
)(0)
ǫˆabǫˆcd [q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1
= −8π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
(
δL
δRrtrt
)(0)
[q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1. (4)
The factor of 4 come from the antisymmetry properties of the Riemann tensor and the
binormal vectors. The superscript (0) emphasizes that the functional derivative is evaluated
on the solution.
A few examples will be useful. First, let us see how the Noether charge entropy reproduces
5the Bekenstein-Hawking area entropy for the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) action LEH =
1
16piGN
R,
SW = −8π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
1
16πGN
[(
δR
δRrtrt
)(0)]
[q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1
= − 1
4GN
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
(
gttgrr − gtrgtr) [q(r)]d−12 dΩ2d−1
=
AH
4GN
. (5)
We have denoted the background metric solution by gµν and used the fact that it is of
the form (3) for which gttgrr = −1 and gtr = 0. The area of the horizon AH is given by
AH =
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
[q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1.
As a second example let us consider dilaton-gravity L = e
−2φ
16piGN
R and assume that the
solution is spherically symmetric φ = φ(r). Then
SW = −8π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
e−2φ(r)
16πGN
[(
δR
δRrtrt
)(0)]
[q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1
= − 1
4GN
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
e−2φ(r)
(
gttgrr − gtrgtr) [q(r)]d−12 dΩ2d−1
=
AH
4e2φ(rH )GN
. (6)
Clearly in the case of dilaton-gravity the parameter GN does not determine by itself the
strength of the gravitational coupling or of the gravitational force, rather they are determined
the combination e2φ(r)GN which can depend on r. Now consider evaluating the Noether
charge entropy in the Einstein frame. The Einstein-frame metric is gˆµν = e
−
4
d−1
φgµν , and in
the Einstein frame the Lagrangian density is L = 1
16piGN
R̂ + · · · . Then
SW = −8π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
1
16πGN
( δR̂
δR̂rtrt
)(0) [q̂(r)]d−12 dΩ2d−1
= − 1
4GN
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
(
ĝttĝrr − ĝtr ĝtr
)
[q̂(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1
=
ÂH
4GN
. (7)
Since q̂(r) = e−
4
d−1
φ(r)q(r), then, as anticipated, the entropies evaluated in both frames are
equal
ÂH
4GN
=
AH
4e2φ(rH )GN
.
6III. THE EFFECTIVE GRAVITATIONAL COUPLING AND THE METRIC
PERTURBATIONS KINETIC TERMS
Here we discuss the gravitational coupling and the kinetic terms of metric perturbations
for a general background and not necessarily for a BH background. We first recall the
definition of the gravitational coupling in Einstein’s theory. One expands the metric about
a fixed background solution gµν ,
gµν = gµν + hµν . (8)
The inverse metric is:
gµν = gµν − hµν (9)
and the indices of hµν are raised and lowered with the background metric. The action can
be expanded in powers of hµν . The equations of motion imply that the linear term in this
expansion vanishes.
The expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian LEH in hµν to second order [13] is
1
16 πG
√−g R = 1
16 πG
√
−g
(
R + L
(2)
EH
)
, (10)
with
L
(2)
EH =
1
4
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 1
4
∇αh∇αh+ 1
2
∇αh∇β hαβ
−1
2
∇α hµβ∇β hµα +R
(
1
4
h2 − 1
4
hµν h
µν
)
+R
µν
(
hαµ hνα −
1
2
h hµν
)
, (11)
where h = hλλ. For a background metric that solves the vacuum Einstein equations the last
two terms vanish.
We now wish to look at the kinetic terms (terms with two derivatives) of the metric
perturbations in the expansion
1
4
(
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 2∇α hµβ∇β hµα −∇αh∇αh+ 2∇αh∇β hαβ
)
.
We can determine the gravitational coupling κ2 = 32πGN from the kinetic terms,
1
64 πG
(
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 2∇α hµβ∇β hµα −∇αh∇αh + 2∇αh∇β hαβ
)
=
1
2
1
κ2
(
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 2∇α hµβ ∇β hµα −∇αh∇αh+ 2∇αh∇β hαβ
)
. (12)
7The coefficients matrix of the kinetic terms is not diagonal in the metric perturbations so
to identify correctly the gravitational couplings it needs to be diagonalized. The eigenvectors
H iµν are given by linear combinations of the original metric perturbations hµν . To verify that
κ in eq.(12) is truly the gravitational coupling one expands gµν = gµν + κHµν . Then the
kinetic term for the metric perturbations Hµν becomes canonical and each factor of Hµν in
the interaction terms is accompanied by a factor of κ. The most general coefficients matrix
of the kinetic terms is a six index object. However, as can be seen from eq.(12), due to
symmetries it is actually a four index object. When the background spacetime is symmetric
under rotations, the different helicities of the metric perturbations can be further separated
into independent tensors, vectors and scalars and the coefficient matrix of the kinetic terms
can be diagonalized. Some of the metric perturbations are gauge degrees of freedom that
can be removed by an appropriate choice of coordinates. Obviously, some degrees of freedom
of the metric perturbations are physical either on their own sake or by mixing with matter
degrees of freedom.
The gravitational coupling in a general theory of gravity can be determined in a similar
way. We take a general action
I =
∫
dDx
√−g L (Rρµλν , gµν ,∇σRρµλν , φ,∇φ, . . .) (13)
and expand the metric gµν = gµν + hµν . The action can be expanded I = I
(0) + δI(1) +
δI(2) + · · · . We are interested in contributions to terms in the effective action of the metric
perturbations that are quadratic in the perturbations and quadratic in derivatives. We call
such terms “kinetic terms”. The most general coefficients matrix of the kinetic terms is a
six index object. However, as we will show, due to symmetries it is actually a four index
object also in the general case.
As in the Einstein case, the coefficients matrix of the kinetic terms is not diagonal in
the metric perturbations. Obviously, since the general theory contains additional couplings,
the coefficients matrix can have different eigenvalues for different Hµν ’s leading to different
gravitational couplings κi for each H iµν . In the basis in which the kinetic terms are diagonal
one then expands gµν = gµν + κ
iH iµν . In this general case we may also verify that κ
i may be
called “gravitational couplings”. The kinetic term for any of the polarizations in this basis
becomes canonical and each factor of H iµν in the interaction terms is accompanied by a factor
of κi. A general action may contain additional dimensionless or dimensionful couplings that
8determine the strength of a particular type of interaction. However, all the interactions of
a specific polarization can be classified according to their overall power of the appropriate
κi. All interactions will vanish in the limit κi → 0 when the other couplings are held fixed.
From general covariance it follows that derivatives of hµν can only appear through the
Christoffel symbols either in combinations involving the Riemann tensor and its derivatives,
or through covariant derivatives of matter fields. The covariant derivatives of matter fields
can be expressed as symmetric and antisymmetric combinations. Both symmetric and anti-
symmetric contributions can be expressed in terms of the Riemann tensor and its derivatives
as explained in [4]. The argument is most transparent in Riemann Normal coordinates in
which the Christoffel symbols vanish locally and derivatives of the Christoffel symbols can
be expressed in terms of the Riemann tensor and its derivatives. Once the derivatives of hµν
are expressed in terms of covariant background tensors then the action built from them is
invariant under general background coordinate transformations so the conclusion that the
derivatives of hµν appear only through the the Riemann tensor and its derivatives holds for
any coordinate system. We therefore know that contributions to the metric perturbation
kinetic terms must appear only through factors of the Riemann tensor (or its derivatives)
in the action.
Our goal is to find the coefficients matrix of the kinetic terms. We have just argued that
the kinetic terms appear only through factors of the Riemann tensor (and its derivatives).
It follows that we need to focus on the specific contribution to the variation δI
δI ∼
∫
dDx
√−g δL
δRρµλν
δRρµλν (14)
and look in the expansion for terms that contain two factors of the metric perturbation and
two background covariant derivatives.
The variation of the Riemann tensor can be expressed as
δRρµλν = ∇λδΓνµρ −∇νδΓλµρ. (15)
Consequently, the relevant variation is
δL =
δL
δRρµλν
(∇λδΓνµρ −∇νδΓλµρ) . (16)
In principle we could imagine expanding all factors in the metric perturbation to obtain the
contribution to the kinetic terms. However, as we will now show, we need to expand only
the second factor (∇λδΓνµρ −∇νδΓλµρ).
9The expansion of ∇λδΓνµρ−∇νδΓλµρ in hµν contains at least two derivatives and at least
one factor of the perturbation:
∇λδΓνµρ −∇νδΓλµρ = ∇λΥνµρ −∇νΥλµρ +ΥλδρΥ δνµ −ΥδνρΥ δµλ +O
(
h2
)
. (17)
Here we have denoted for convenience
δΓ
(1)
αβγ ≡ Υαβγ =
1
2
(∇αhβγ +∇βhαγ −∇γhαβ) . (18)
Hence terms in the expansion of
√−g δL
δRρµλν
can contribute to kinetic terms only if they
contain exactly one factor of hµν without derivatives. Such terms can come only from the
linear term in the expansion of gµν ,
gµν = gµν − hµν +O (h2) . (19)
However, if we had a term which contained a gµν in
√−g δL
δRρµλν
it could have been canceled
by integration by parts because ∇λgµν = 0:∫
dDx
√−gδL ∼ −2
∫
dDx∇λ
(√−g δL
δRρµλν
)
δΓνµρ. (20)
We conclude that we need to look only at the terms which are second order in hµν in
the expansion of δRρµλν and zeroth order in
√−g δL
δRρµλν
. In other words, kinetic terms can
appear only through δL =
(√−g δL
δRρµλν
)(0)
δR
(2)
ρµλν .
We now evaluate δR
(2)
ρµλν . From (17) one finds that
δR
(2)
ρµλν = ΥλδρΥ
δ
νµ −ΥδνρΥ δµλ . (21)
Evaluating the product of Υ’s gives
ΥλδρΥ
δ
νµ =
1
4
(∇λhδρ +∇δhλρ −∇ρhλδ) (∇νh δµ +∇µh δν −∇δhνµ)
=
1
4
(
∇λhδρ∇νh δµ +∇λhδρ∇µh δν −∇δhλρ∇
δ
hνµ −∇ρhλδ∇νh δµ −∇ρhλδ∇µh δν
−∇λhδρ∇δhνµ +∇δhλρ∇νh δµ +∇δhλρ∇µhδν +∇ρhλδ∇
δ
hνµ
)
. (22)
Substituting this expression into eq.(21) and taking into account the symmetries of the
Riemann tensor Rρµλν : the symmetry under the double exchange ρµ ↔ λν and the anti-
symmetry under the exchanges ρ↔ µ, λ↔ ν we find that
δR
(2)
ρµλν =
1
2
(
∇δhλµ∇δhνρ + 2∇δhλρ∇µhνδ
)
. (23)
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We can now explicitly exhibit the kinetic terms
δI(2) =
∫
dDx
√
−g 1
2
(
δL
δRρµλν
)(0) (
∇δhλµ∇δhνρ + 2∇δhλρ∇µhνδ
)
. (24)
It is possible to check in a straightforward manner that applying the above procedure to
the case of the Einstein-Hilbert action reproduces exactly the result in eq. (12).
IV. THE NOETHER CHARGE ENTROPY IS A QUARTER OF THE AREA IN
UNITS OF THE EFFECTIVE GRAVITATIONAL COUPLING
By comparing eq. (24) to eq. (2)
δI(2) =
∫
dDx
√
−g 1
2
(
δL
δRρµλν
)(0) (
∇δhλµ∇δhνρ + 2∇δhλρ∇µhνδ
)
SW = −2π
∮
Σ
(
δL
δRabcd
)(0)
ǫˆabǫˆcdǫ¯, (25)
we observe that the Noether charge formula involves the gravitational coupling of specific
metric perturbation polarizations. In the next section we show that these metric perturba-
tions correspond to fluctuations of the area density on the bifurcation surface.
We may formally define
1
(κeff)
2 = −
1
4
(
δL
δRabcd
)(0)
ǫˆabǫˆcd. (26)
The factor −1/4 in eq. (26) takes into account the symmetries of Rabcd and the negative
signature of the metric [14]. Using definition (26) we find
SW =
1
4
∮
Σ
32π
(κeff)
2 ǫ¯. (27)
In eq. (27) the “local unit of area” (32π)/ (κeff )
2 appears. It determines the weighting of
the infinitesimal area bits in the integral. Identifying Geff =
8pi
(κeff)
2 we find
SW =
1
4
∮
Σ
dA
Geff
. (28)
If Geff is constant on the bifurcation surface then
SW =
AH
4Geff
. (29)
11
In the case of extremal BH’s care should be taken when evaluating the effective coupling.
Wald’s formula can be defined for extremal BH’s since it was shown in [5] that the entropy
can be computed on any spatial section of the horizon and since the entropy is a rescaled
Noether charge in units in which the temperature is 1/2π. Therefore Wald’s formula applies
to extremal black holes if they are treated as limits of non-extremal ones. Similarly, to define
the effective coupling for extremal BH’s and make the comparison with Wald’s formula we
have to treat extremal BH’s as limits of non-extremal ones.
V. THE CHOICE OF POLARIZATIONS
We have shown that the relevant kinetic terms originate from the second order expansion
of the Riemann tensor,
δL ∼
(
δL
δRρµλν
)(0)
δ R
(2)
ρµλν . (30)
In Wald’s formula a choice of specific polarizations of δ R
(2)
ρµλν is made:
ǫˆρµǫˆλνδ R
(2)
ρµλν . (31)
This choice is defined by the binormal vectors to the bifurcation surface. Recall that on the
bifurcation surface the Killing vector χ˜b vanishes and the binormal to the surface is given
by ǫˆab = ∇a χ˜b.
We wish to identify the choice of polarizations in (31) with the fluctuations of the area
density a on the bifurcation surface. The area of the bifurcation surface is
AΣ = −1
2
∮
Σ
ǫˆabǫˆabǫ¯. (32)
Since ǫ¯ is the induced volume form on the bifurcation surface the area density can be defined
as
a = −1
2
ǫˆab ǫˆab. (33)
Let us consider the following effective Lagrangian for the area density
La =
1
2
a ∇2a. (34)
where
√
gˆ is the determinant of the induced metric on the bifurcation surface. Since
∇cǫˆab = ∇c∇aχ˜b = −Rabcdχ˜d (35)
12
we obtain
∇σ∇cǫˆab = −∇σ
(
Rabcdχ˜
d
)
. (36)
On a bifurcation surface the Killing vector vanishes. It follows that
∇σ∇cǫˆab = −Rabcd∇σχ˜d = −R dabc ǫˆσd. (37)
Substituting eq. (37) into
∇2(ǫˆab ǫˆab) = 2 ǫˆab gαβ∇α∇β(ǫˆab) (38)
gives
∇2a = ǫˆαβ ǫˆγδ Rαβγδ. (39)
Let us expand the Lagrangian (34) to second order. In performing the expansion we use
the fact that the normalization of the killing vector on the unperturbed bifurcation surface
leads to a = 1 and we make a gauge choice such that δǫˆαβ = 0 as in [3]. The fluctuations of
the area density can be viewed as the difference in area density between two slightly different
surfaces. Let us denote the difference in the metric between the perturbed and unperturbed
bifurcation surface by δgµν = hµν . Since we look at two slightly different surfaces we have
the freedom to choose how the points in the two surfaces correspond. We will use this
freedom to make the correspondence such that the Killing vector χ˜a does not change from
one surface to the other. Thus δχ˜a = 0 and[19]
δǫˆαβ = ∇αδ χ˜β = 0. (40)
To summarize, we have shown that
(
a ∇2a)(2) = ǫˆαβ ǫˆγδ δ R(2)ρµλν . (41)
In other words, we have shown that the specific polarization of gravitons that appears in
the expansion of (34) is the same one that appears in Wald’s entropy formula.
VI. EXAMPLES
In this section we present three examples. The purpose of presenting the first two exam-
ples is to check explicitly the proposed relationship between the gravitational coupling and
13
the functional derivative of L with respect to the Riemann tensor. We do this by expanding
L to second order. The third example shows that the relationship between GN and Geff
can be non-analytic in certain cases and resolves a long-standing puzzle [15] as to why in
N = 2 SUGRA BH’s (and in small heterotic BH’s) S = A/2GN rather than A/4GN .
A. R+ λRn
As a first example let us consider the following Lagrangian
L =
1
16πGN
(R + λRn) .
The calculation of Wald’s Noether charge entropy gives (substitution in eq. (4)):
SW = − 1
4GN
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
(
gttgrr − grtgrt) (1 + nλRn−1) [q(r)]d−12 dΩ2d−1
=
AH
4
(
1 + nλ [R(rH)]
n−1)−1GN . (42)
Again, in this case GN does not determine by itself the strength of the gravitational
coupling or of the gravitational force. The similarity to the case of dilaton-gravity can
be made more explicit by performing a field redefinition into the Einstein frame [5]. The
gravitational coupling of the specific metric perturbation polarization (t, r) can be obtained
using eq. (26):
1
(κeff )
2 = −
1
2
1
16πGN
(
gttgrr − grtgrt) (1 + nλRn−1)
=
1
32πGN
(
1 + λnRn−1
)
. (43)
In this case the entropy in eq. (42) becomes
SW =
AH
4Geff
.
The computation of the kinetic term for this example is as follows. Using the expansion
of R to second order in hµν from section III:
R = R +
1
4
(
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 2∇α hµβ ∇β hµα −∇αh∇αh+ 2∇αh∇β hαβ
)
+ · · · , (44)
we obtain
1
16πGN
(R + λRn) =
1
16πGN
(
R + λR
n)
14
+
1
64πGN
(
1 + λnR
n−1
) (
∇α hµν ∇α hµν − 2∇α hµβ∇β hµα −∇αh∇αh+ 2∇αh∇β hαβ
)
so that we identify the prefactor of the kinetic term
κ2eff = 32 πGN
(
1 + λnR
n−1
)−1
, (45)
and thus
Geff = GN
(
1 + λnR
n−1
)−1
. (46)
This is the same Geff that we obtained in eq. (43).
B. R+ λRρµλν R
ρµλν
Next let us consider a more complicated example:
L =
1
16πGN
(
R + λRρµλν R
ρµλν
)
.
Since Wald’s formula is linear in the Lagrangian we can substitute λ
16piGN
Rρµλν R
ρµλν in
eq. (4) and obtain the correction term to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy,
− 8π
∮
r=rH ,t=const.
λ
8 πGN
Rrtrt [q(r)]
d−1
2 dΩ2d−1 = −
λRrtrt
GN
AH . (47)
Then
SW =
AH
4GN
(
1− 4 λRrtrt) . (48)
The gravitational coupling of the specific metric perturbation polarization (t, r) can be
obtained using eq. (26):
1
(κeff)
2 = −
1
2
1
16πGN
(
gttgrr − grtgrt + 4λRrtrt)
=
1
32πGN
(
1− 4λRrtrt) . (49)
In this case the entropy becomes
S =
AH
4Geff
. (50)
On the other hand the expansion of λ
16piGN
Rρµλν R
ρµλν to second order[20] in hµν according
to eq. (23), is the following
λ
8πGN
(
ΥλδρΥ
δ
νµ −ΥδνρΥ δµλ
)
Rρµλν =
λ
16πGN
(
∇δhλµ∇δhνρ + 2∇δhλρ∇µhνδ
)
Rρµλν
(51)
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When we add this contribution to the EH action (44) we get the full kinetic term
1
64 πGN
(
gρλgµν − gρνgµλ − 4 λRρµλν) (∇δhλµ∇δhνρ + 2∇δhλρ∇µhνδ) . (52)
In this example we have to take the (t, r) sector and then we obtain
κ2eff = 32 πGN
(
1− 4 λRtrtr)−1 , (53)
and thus
Geff = GN
(
1− 4 λRtrtr)−1 . (54)
This is the same Geff that we obtained in eq. (49).
C. Small black holes in heterotic string theory
Sen has defined the BH entropy function [16] and used it [8, 17] to find the near horizon
geometry of extremal BH solutions in the four dimensional low energy effective action of
heterotic string theory onM×S1× S˜1. The manifoldM is some four manifold suitable for
heterotic string compactification. The entropy function can be used to compute the entropy
of such BH’s.
For completeness we recall the field content and action of Sen’s construction. The four
dimensional fields relevant for the construction of this are related to the ten dimensional
string metric G
(10)
MN , anti-symmetric tensor field B
(10)
MN and the dilaton Φ
(10) via the relations:
Φ = Φ(10) − 1
4
ln(G
(10)
99 )− 14 ln(G
(10)
88 )− 12 lnVM ,
Gµν = G
(10)
µν − (G(10)99 )−1G(10)9µ G(10)9ν − (G(10)88 )−1G(10)8µ G(10)8ν ,
S = e−2Φ , R =
√
G
(10)
99 , R˜ =
√
G
(10)
88 ,
A
(1)
µ =
1
2
(G
(10)
99 )
−1G
(10)
9µ , A
(2)
µ =
1
2
(G
(10)
88 )
−1G
(10)
8µ ,
A
(3)
µ = 12B
(10)
9µ , A
(4)
µ = 12B
(10)
8µ ,
(55)
where VM denotes the volume ofM measured in the string metric. The effective action of
these fields is given by
I =
1
16πGN
∫
d4x
√
− detGS
[
RG + S
−2Gµν ∂µS∂νS
− R−2Gµν ∂µR∂νR − R˜−2Gµν ∂µR˜∂νR˜
− R2Gµν Gµ′ν′ F (1)µµ′F (1)νν′ − R˜2Gµν Gµ
′ν′ F
(2)
µµ′F
(2)
νν′
− R−2Gµν Gµ′ν′ F (3)µµ′F (3)νν′ − R˜−2Gµν Gµ
′ν′ F
(4)
µµ′F
(4)
νν′
]
+ higher derivative terms + string loop corrections. (56)
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In [17] Sen considered extremal BH’s with two electric and two magnetic charges assuming
the near horizon solution is of the form AdS2 × S2:
ds2 = ν1
[
−r2dt2 + dr
2
r2
]
+ ν2dΩ
2. (57)
Here ν1, ν2 and all the additional fields are constant on the horizon. By extremizing of the
entropy function one obtains the solution (justifying the ansatz above):
ν1 = ν2 = 4N W, (58)
e−2φ(rH ) =
√
nw
NW
, (59)
where n, w are electric charges that correspond to momentum and winding modes of the
fundamental string, N,W are the corresponding magnetic charges and φ(rH) is the value of
the dilaton field on the horizon. Since the solutions are extremal they may be expressed as
a function of the charges without an explicit dependence on the mass.
The area of the horizon is
A = 4 π ν2 = 16 πN W, (60)
and the entropy is, according to eq. (6),
SW =
A
4GN
e−2φ(rH ) =
4 π
GN
√
nwN W. (61)
Such BH’s are singular in the limit when the magnetic charges, either N or W , go to
zero. In this case the horizon area vanishes and consequently also the entropy. In this
limit α′ corrections become important since the curvature is large in comparison with the
radius of the BH. To model the effects of the corrections Sen considered the addition of a
Gauss-Bonnet term to the original low energy effective Lagrangian:
λ
16πGN
e−2φ
[
RµνρσR
µνρσ − 4RµνRµν +R2
]
where λ is equal to α′ up to a numerical constant. Using the same ansatz (57) for the near
horizon solution Sen obtained the following solution:
ν1 = ν2 = 4N W +
8 λ
GN
(62)
e−2φ(rH ) =
√
nw
NW + 4 λ
GN
. (63)
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The area of the horizon in this case is
A = 4 π ν2 = 16 πN W + 32 π
λ
GN
. (64)
The gravitational coupling of the specific metric perturbation polarization (t, r), can be
obtained using eq. (26)
1
(κeff)
2 = −
1
64πGN
e−2φ
[
2gttgrr + 2λ
(
4Rrtrt − 4gttRrr − 4grrRtt + 2gttgrrR)] =
=
1
32πGN
e−2φ
[
1 + 2λ
(
2Rrtrt − 2grrRrr − 2gttRtt +R
)]
. (65)
Using the metric (57) and the solution (62), (63) one gets that the gravitational coupling of
the specific metric perturbation polarization (t, r) is
Geff = GN
N W + 2λ
GN√
nw
(
NW + 4 λ
GN
) , (66)
and the entropy becomes
A
4Geff
=
4 π
GN
√
nw
(
NW + 4
λ
GN
)
. (67)
In the limit of a small BH we obtain that
Geff =
√
λGN
nw
=
GN
2
e2φ. (68)
This example is different than the previous ones since the dependence of the effective coupling
is not analytic in GN . This may be expected due to the singular behavior of the horizon in
the original solution which is resolved by the added Gauss-Bonnet term.
Transforming to the Einstein frame we get AE = Ae
−2φ and therefore for small black
holes we obtain that
Geff =
GN
2
. (69)
The same result is, of course, obtained by direct application of eq. (26) and thus the entropy
becomes
AE
4Geff
=
AE
2GN
. (70)
The factor of 2 difference between Wald’s entropy and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy has
been somewhat of a puzzle since its discovery in the context ofN = 2 SUGRA [15]. However,
it is simply explained by the difference in the effective gravitational coupling.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have found that the Noether charge entropy is equal to an integral over the horizon of
the “entropy density” dSW =
dA
4Geff
. The only difference between the Wald entropy and the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is that the “unit of area” rather than being Newton’s constant
GN is Geff . We believe that this simple appealing expression may be valid for a more general
class of black holes, not only those for which the Noether charge entropy can be defined.
The Geff in Wald’s entropy is associated with a specific metric perturbation polarization.
We have been able to identify the polarizations with area fluctuations on the bifurcating
surface. It would be interesting to relate the choice of polarization to the fact that the
entropy satisfies the first law and to understand the choice from a dynamical point of view.
Perhaps this polarization is related to the response of the black hole to a change in its energy.
We have been able to verify our proposal only for static backgrounds, which in our
formulation are spherically symmetric. For spherically symmetric solutions the effective
coupling is trivially constant on the horizon. Stationary (non-static) solutions may involve
a varying effective coupling, so it would be interesting to find such solutions and to put our
proposal to a non-trivial test. For this we would need an example of a stationary black
hole solution (including higher derivative corrections) in string theory whose entropy can
be calculated via microstates counting. We were not able to find any such solutions in the
literature.
The local and observer dependent expression for the entropy is consistent with the entan-
glement interpretation of BH entropy and hence resolves the apparent tension between the
Wald’s entropy of BH’s in higher derivatives theories and the entanglement entropy [9]. The
entanglement “entropy density” has the form d SEntanglement = dA/4δ
D−2 with δD−2 being
some “unit of area” defined by a UV scale in the theory. Our results suggest that δD−2
should be proportional to Geff .
Our result explains in a simple way the results of [10, 11] where it was found that entropy
of certain BH’s is proportional to the area as a function of the charges rather than being a
more general function of the charges. We now understand that in the examples discussed
in [10, 11] the effective gravitational coupling Geff is determined only by the dilaton on the
horizon which is independent of the charges.
Our results should be extendible to cosmological spacetimes. It has long been suspected
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that entropy bounds may provide important clues to the nature of cosmological singularities
and their possible resolution. The form of the entropy bounds in theories with higher
derivatives has been under debate (For a review, see for example [18]). Our result suggests
a specific form for cosmological entropy bounds.
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